
JUSTICES ACT 1902—REGULATION 
(Prescribing short descriptions for certain offences under the Motor Traffic 

Regulations 1935) 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

[Published in Gazette No. 71 of 14 June 1996] 

HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
and in pursuance of the Justices Act 1902, has been pleased to make the 
Regulation set forth hereunder. 

MICHAEL KNIGHT, MP 
Minister for Roads. 

The Justices (Short Description of Motor Traffic and Other Offences) 
Regulation 1986 is amended by inserting in Schedule 1 in the matter 
relating to the Motor Traffic Regulations 1935, after the matter relating to 
Regulations 116 (d), 129, the following matter: 

Regulations 117I, 129—motor vehicle vehicle stood/driven contrary 
subject of specific overdimension to specific permit (owner/ 
permit stood or driven on public permit holder/driver) 
street in contravention of conditions 

Regulations 117O, 129—motor vehicle vehicle stood/driven contrary 
subject of general overdimension to general permit (owner/ 
permit stood or driven on public person in charge/driver) 
street in contravention of conditions 

of permit 

of permit 
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Regulations 117Q, 129-motor vehicle vehicle stood/driven with 
stood or driven on public street with unauthorised sign (owner/ 
affixed to it a sign: person in charge/driver) 
(a) displaying the word “LONG 

VEHICLE”, “OVERSIZE” or 
“ROAD TRAIN”; and 

(b) generally resembling a sign 
bearing any words required to be 
used on a sign required by a 
general overdimension permit, 

not being a vehicle to which any such 
permit t applies 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 
The object of this Regulation is to prescribe the short descriptions that, by virtue of 

section 145B of the Justices Act 1902, are sufficient to state or describe, in any 
information, complaint, summons, warrant, notice, order or other document, certain 
offences which may be dealt with by penalty notices under section 18B of the Traffic 
Act 1909. 

This Regulation is made under sections 145B and 154 (the general regulation making 
power) of the Justices Act 1902. 
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